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Voltaire / Dr. Pangloss, narrator and philosopher (baritone)      Nathan Rodriguez
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Avery Krueger (cover)
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**Candide**

**ACT ONE.** Voltaire is found scripting the narration, introducing the star players of his novella, figments of his imagination that includes four pupils of the idealistic tutor Dr. Pangloss, who teaches that "all is for the best in this best of all possible worlds." We are in the country of Westphalia at the castle of Baron Thunder-Ten-Tronck, and the children are Cunegonde, the pretty daughter of the Baron; the Baron's son, Maximilian; Paquette, a saucy servant girl; and our wide-eyed hero, Candide, the Baron's bastard nephew.

Candide and Cunegonde fall in love, but once their feelings are discovered, he is banished. Exiled from paradise, with only his optimism to cling to, he is soon railroaded into joining the invading Bulgarian Army. When Candide finally returns to the besieged castle Thunder-Ten-Tronck, he finds everyone apparently massacred; thus begin his worldly wanderings.

In Lisbon, he and Dr. Pangloss, who has resurfaced as a syphilitic beggar, face death in the Spanish Inquisition. Then they go on to Paris, where the forlorn lover is reunited with Cunegonde, now the mistress of a wealthy Jew, Don Issachar, and the equally rich Archbishop. When Candide kills Cunegonde's lovers, the couple must flee. Joined by her companion and chaperone, The Old Lady, they escape to Cádiz, Spain and then to Montevideo in the New World.

**ACT TWO.** In Montevideo, South America, the couple is forced to separate again. Under mistaken identity, Maximilian is misconstrued for the 'fairer sex' and is taken under the protection of the Governor, who promises to wed her. On the run again, Candide finds himself at the Jesuits' stronghold in Montevideo where he is reunited with Paquette and Maximilian. When Candide apparently kills Maximilian, he and Paquette must continue wandering through the jungles of South America. They are rewarded when they arrive in the wealthy land of Eldorado, where they find enough gold to resume their travels and Candide's quest to locate Cunegonde.

After a stop in Suriname, the pair learns that Cunegonde has been abducted by pirates and taken to Constantinople. They secure a boat from a Dutch merchant, Vanderdendur, and sail for Turkey. In Turkey, Cunegonde and The Old Lady work as slaves in the Gambling Palace of the evil Prince Ragotski. Candide buys their freedom — as well as that of Maximilian (don't ask!). The now-sobered group, sadder but infinitely wiser, resolve to live simply and "Make Our Garden Grow."

* compiled by Michael H. Hutchins